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Axnes to Exhibit at ALEA Expo 2017

Wireless intercom technology innovator, Axnes will exhibit at the annual Airborne Law Enforcement Association (ALEA) Expo in Reno, NV: July 24-29, 2017 (Booth #264). Axnes will be displaying their latest PNG wireless ICS equipment, and offering product demonstrations to attendees in the Reno-Sparks Convention Center. Thanks goes to Washoe County Sheriff who have generously allowed us to use their UH-1 static display aircraft in the exhibit hall to demonstrate the PNG system.

PNG is a secure wireless intercom system that enables cordless ICS capability at line-of-sight range. PNG key features are; digital transmission with echo cancelling, noise cancelling and full side-tone control, full-duplex audio, reliable VOX on hoist in hover, and a GPS receiver integrated into the transceiver handsets. The new MP30 handset is specifically adapted for airborne law enforcement and will even attenuate weapons firing, protecting crew from loud reports. For added connectivity, PNG offers remote relay into police or EMS radio networks. Additionally, an amphibious transceiver option will allow water operations in lakes, rivers and ocean environments, plus there is an optional integrated AIS-SART marine beacon adding safety for those who do regular operations over large bodies of water. PNG is a professional grade technology, designed to serve the airborne law enforcement, search & rescue, and EMS communities, along with military and special operations customers.

Axnes Inc., located in Colorado Springs, CO, is pleased to be partnered with Becker Avionics, Inc. in Miramar, FL; Priority1 Air Rescue in Mesa AZ; and TRACE Worldwide Corp. located in Rancho Palos Verdes, CA. TRACE will be joining us at our booth in Reno.

About Axnes
Axnes develops and supplies advanced and highly durable wireless intercom solutions for use under harsh conditions on aircraft and other demanding applications. Axnes is well known for its successful wireless ICS solutions and today more than 1100 aircraft worldwide are equipped with their wireless technology. The company has been supplying airworthy professional grade wireless intercom systems for almost 2 decades and is an approved supplier to aircraft OEMs such as; Bell Helicopter, Sikorsky, Airbus Helicopters and Leonardo. Read more at www.axnes.com
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